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Aramaic clock, keeps time, perpetuating
religious divide - jellicle ======

macNchz Of all the things that have
been made useless through the onslaught

of technology, this seems like the one
instance in which the people of the past
were quite clever and able to come up
with a clever solution. Q: How can I
make a div "mobile-size" when the

browser window is reduced in size? I
have two divs (a header div and a

mainContent div) and they are set to
relative. Here is the CSS for the header

div: #header{ position:relative;
background-color:#004482; height:70px;

width:100%; margin:auto; text-
align:center; } and here is the CSS for
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the mainContent div: #mainContent {
height: 50%; background-color: green;

width: 100%; position: relative; margin-
bottom: 50px; text-align: center; font-

size:20px; font-family: "Crimson Text";
} The problem is that when the browser

window is reduced (by running the
smaller version of the website in a
mobile phone), the header div and

mainContent div do not overlap. Is there
a solution to make these two divs overlap

at all times? This is the whole website:
Thank you so much! A: You will need to
add some sort of width property to the
mainContent div. This will cause it to
expand with the smaller width of the

browser window. #mainContent { width:
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